A split complete weight e n umerator in six variables is used to study the 3-colored designs held by codewords of xed composition in Type III codes containing the allone codeword. In particular the ternary Golay code contains 3-colored 3-designs. We conjecture that every weight class in a Type III code with the all-one codeword holds 3-colored 3-designs.
De nitions and Notations
The composition of a vector c 2 F n 3 is the triple (n 0 (c) n 1 (c) n 2 
The weight e n umerator (W C ) is obtained by specialization:
W C (x y) : = cwe(x y y):
The split cwe (scwe C T ) in six variables a b c x y z is de ned for any set of coordinate places T n] as scwe C T := X where r i (resp. s i ) is the composition on T (resp. n] n T : ) Observe that J C T is an homogeneous polynomial of degree n n j Tj in x y z and degree jTj in a b c: Specialization gives the 4-variables Jacobi polynomial introduced in Ozeki 16 ].
scwe C T (a b b x y y) = : J C T (a b x y):
3 Colored designs A colored incidence structure is a set P of \points", a set B of \blocks", a set C of \colors", together with a function : P B ! C we will say that B has color (P B) a t P. The application we have in mind is the situation where the characteristic vectors of B are supports of words x say of some code over a not q;ary alphabet with coordinate places P and (P B) i s a f u n c t i o n o f x P :
An incidence structure is clearly just a colored incidence structure with two colors, \inci-dent", and \not incident". We w i l l s a y that a colored incidence structure is uniform if there is a function n : C ! Z, t h e palette, s u c h that for each c o l o r c, e v ery block uses color c n (c) times. For instance, when the alphabet is Z 4 then we can take 6] C = 0 1 2 and n(i) = n i for i = 0 1 2: See 11] for the case C = 0 1 2 3:
A colored incidence structure is simple if no two blocks assign the same coloring to .
There are two natural ways to colorize the notion of a t-design. A simple, uniform colored incidence structure is a colored t-design if for each t-multiset of colors (repeated choices allowed), there is a number such that for any c hoice of t points, exactly blocks use that set of colors for those points. A strong colored t-design is one in which the colors and points are ordered. It is easy to see that a t-design is a strong colored t-design with two colors. In general, however, a colored t-design is not strong. Lemma 3.1 A (strong) colored t-design D is also a (strong) colored t 0 -design for all t 0 t.
Clearly, the parameters of a (strong) colored t-design depend only on the numberofblocks and the palette. For this reason, we will often refer to a t-design as a t;(jPj (n(1) n (2) It is left to the reader to determine which standard transformations of uncolored designs can beextended to (strong) colored designs. One new transformation is to identify colors (we will call this operation \bleaching") to obtain a structure with fewer colors. It is easy to see that this preserves the t-design property (except for possibly introducing repeated blocks).
The relation with split weight enumerators goes as follows. The codewords of given composition in a ternary code C hold 3-colored t;designs i scwe C T does not depend on T for jTj = t: The structure constants j 1 j 2 j 3 :::j k can then beeasily computed from the datum of scwe C T :
Invariant Theory
It should benoted that when T is void the Jacobi polynomial coincide with the cwe of C: In the case of C a type III code containing the all-one vector it was shown in 14, Chap. 19] that the cwe was left invariant b y a group G 3 of order 2592 generated by four matrices M 1 M 2 M 3 M 4 corresponding respectively to MacWilliams transform, and some congruence conditions. Proof. This is checked by taking the image by S of the preceding bases. Observe that the preceding Lemma together with the bivariate Molien series entails Lemma (6.1).
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 6.3 The codewords of xed composition in the ternary Golay hold tricolore 3-designs.
Proof. We need to show that scwe C T does not depend on T for jTj = 3 : Since it lives in M 3 9 we can expand it with indeterminate coe cients on the basis given in Lemma (6.1).
Recall that the ternary Golay is 5-homogeneous 14], hence 3-homogeneous. By specialization and Lemmas (5.1) and (6.2) we determine these completely by solving a 4 by 4 linear system.
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Note that this result is best possible since the ternary Golay cannot be colorwise 4-homogeneous as applying 4 times the operator A 6 to its cwe results in fractionnary coecients, thus contradicting Lemma (5.2). 
Length 24
The approach is the same as in the preceding section. The matter is complicated, however, by the larger size of the coe cients of the bimolien series as previously mentioned. Three designs with parameters 3-(12 (n 0 n 1 n 2 ) 220) where (n 0 n 1 n 2 ) is equal to (6 3 3) or any one of its three permutations.
Three designs with parameters 3-(12 (n 0 n 1 n 2 ) 22) where (n 0 n 1 n 2 ) is equal to (6 6 0) or any one of its three permutations.
By bleaching colors in various ways we obtain the designs (in the ordinary sense) with the following parameters 3-(12 6 20), 3-(12 6 2), 3-(12 9 84).
Corollary 9.2 there exist simple 3-colored 3-designs with the following parameters:
Six designs with parameters 3-(24 (n 0 n 1 n 2 ) 2024) where (n 0 n 1 n 2 ) is equal to (15 6 3) or any one of its six permutations.
Three designs with parameters 3-(24 (n 0 n 1 n 2 ) 46) where (n 0 n 1 n 2 ) is equal to (12 12 0) or any one of its three permutations.
Six designs with parameters 3-(24 (n 0 n 1 n 2 ) 10120) where (n 0 n 1 n 2 ) is equal to (12 9 3) or any one of its six permutations.
Three designs with parameters 3-(24 (n 0 n 1 n 2 ) 41492) where (n 0 n 1 n 2 ) is equal to (12 6 6) or any one of its three permutations.
Three designs with parameters 3-(24 (n 0 n 1 n 2 ) 111320) where (n 0 n 1 n 2 ) is equal to (9 9 6) or any one of its three permutations.
Proof. The block sizes are computed fro the cwe.
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Here again by bleaching colors in various ways, we obtain the following designs in the ordinary sense. Corollary 9.3 There exist 3-designs with possibly repeated blocks and the following param-
